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Denote /3X -X by X*. Define properties PO and P, of a space X by Pi (i c 2): if D c X* is 
countable and relatively discrete and if B is compact, then 
- if i = 0: 15 # CUD, the smallest (=one-point) compactification of D, 
- if i = 1: D = /3D, the biggest (=Cech-Stone) compactification of D. 
(Note: X has PO iff X* has no nontrivial convergent sequences.) Realcompact spaces are known 
to have P,,, and a dense-in-itself me&able space with PO is realcompact. There is a separable 
first countable locally compact realcompact norma: space without P, . The question of whether 
there is a realcompact me&able space without P, leads to a new small large cardinal. There is 
one iff there is a weakly measurable cardinal that is not measurable; a cardinal K is called weakly 
measurable if there is a countable set 9 of free ultrafilters on K such that the filter n 9 is 
K-COmplete. Let K be the first weakly measurable cardinal that is not measurable (if there is one). 
We show that K cc and K f cf c and that Con(ZFC + 3 measurable)=Kon(ZFC + K exists). 
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1. 
We are interested in the question of when the tech-stone remainder of a 
paracompact space, and especially of a metrizable space without isolated points, 
satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(1) there are no nontrivial convergent sequences, 
(2J if D is a countable relatively discrete subset with D compact, then D = /3D, 
(2) if Y is any countable subspace with Y compact, then v = #lx 
(3) if Y is any o-compact subspace with v compact, then v = /3 Y 
Note that (1) is equivalent o 
(1’) if D is a countable relatively discrete subset with D compact, then D # (YD. 
Since cuD and /3D are the smallest and biggest compactification, respectively, of D, 
we see that (2J is a natural strengthening of (1). Compact spaces atisfying (3) are 
precisely the compact F-spaces. (A space is called an F-space if every cozero-set 
is C *-embedded.) Condition (2J came up in investigations about compact F-spaces; 
most proofs in [2] (where spaces satisfying (2J are called @-spaces) and [3] 
already work under (2J (but not under (1)). The reason for introducing (2) is that 
when verifying (2d) we are not able to exploit the fact that D is relatively discrete. 
We here find sufficient conditions on X for X* to satisfy one of (l), (2) and (3), 
which are necessary if X is in addition metrizable and has no isolated points. There 
is a remarkable analogy between the results for (l), (2) and (3); in order to display 
this analogy better we will formulate some results in a seemingly inefficient manner. 
Gillman and Henriksen have shown that X* satisfies (3) if X is a-compact and 
locally compact [6, Theorem 2.71. This suggests the following definition and lemma. 
For completeness’ ake we include Negrepontis’ proof of the Gillman-Henriksen 
result [ 10, Theorem 3.13. (In fact this proof is well hidden in [6].) 
1 efinition. 
&subset 
A subset S of X* is said to be blanketed (in /3X) if there is a 
B of /3X with S c BE X*. 
ma. If Y is a Lindeliif subspace of X” such that P (closure in X*) is compact 
and blanketed, then P = BY. 
f. Let F be an F, in /3X with X c F and F n v = 0. Then F is Lindeliif, being 
a-compact, hence 2 = F u Y is normal, being Lindeliif. As Y is clearly closed in 
Z, it follows that Y is C*-embedded in 2, hence in PZ. But /3Z = fiX since 
X c_ 2 c PX Consequently P = p Y 0 
In view of this we make the following 
. The space X is called (1)~realcompacf, or (2)-realcompacf, or 
(3)-realcompact if every subset of X* which is a singleton, or a separable compact 
set, or just any compact set, is blanketed. 
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We point out tha+. (1)~realcompactness is equivalent to realcompactness, and that 
the following easy result shows that (3)-reaicampactness i  not a new property. 
&on. A space is (3)~realcompact i$ it is Lindel6f 
So the new property is (2).realcompactness, which can be called strong realcom- 
pactness. We use the prefixes (l), (2) and (3) since it makes a unified treatment 
possible. 
The justificz’ ion for Definition 1.3 is the following result. 
osition. Zf X is (i)-realcompact, then X” satisfies (i), for i = 1,2,3. 
This is obvious from Lemma 1.2 for i # 1, but not at all for i = 1 since Lemma 
1.2 is a triviality if 1 Y( = 1. Yet the case i = 1 is known to be true [7, 9.111. 
Since the proof of Proposition 1.5 (even for i = 1) is easy, one might hope that 
better esults are available, at least for nice spaces. This turns out not to be the case 
as we will see. We begin with investigating when a paracompact space is 
(i)-realcompact. 
1.6. Theorem. Let i = 1,2,3. Then the following conditions on a paracompact space 
X are equivalent: 
(a) X is (i)-realcompact, and 
(b) every closed discrete subspace of X is (i)-realcompact. 
In order for this to be of interest we need a set-theoretic fomrulation of “K is 
(i)-realcompact”, for i = 1,2,3. 
All cardinals in this paper are taken to have the discrete topology when treated 
as topological spaces. 
1.7. eorem. (1) K is not ( 1) -realcompact i$ there is a free ultrajilter on K that has 
the countable intersection property. 
(2) K is not (2)~realcompact i$ there is a countable set F of UltraJilters on K such 
that the $lter n F has the countable intersection property. 
(3) K is not (3) -realcompact iflthefilter n K * has the countable intersection property 
i$ (of course) K > w. 
These results, if not mere translations or known, follow from this fact: If A c PK, 
then n A is a filter, and % = { 0: U E n A} satisfies n % = & hence % is a neighbor- 
hood base for 2 since PK is compact. Details are left to the reader. 
We have the following negative results. The case I. = 3 is essentially due to Gillman 
PI- 
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eorem. Let i = 1,2,3. If K is not (i)-realcompact, then (K x NO)* does not 
satis (i). 
In fact we will see that if K is not (2)-realcompact, then (K x aw)* 
does not even satisfy (2,). In this context we point out that if K is (l)-realcompact, 
then every compact subset of K* that has a countable dense set of isolated points 
is blanketed, even if K is not (2)-realcompact. 
The preceding results easily imply the following theorem, which justifies our 
statement that Proposition 1.5 cannot be improved. 
1. Let i = 1,2,3. The following are equivalent for a metrizable space X 
that has no isolated points: 
(a) X is (i)-realcompact; 
(b) every closed iscrete subset of X is (i)-realcompact; and 
(c) X* sat&ties (i). 
We now discuss the question of whether or not our three kinds of realcompactness 
are different, in an informal way. The reader will have no difficulties to produce 
accurate statements from the results in the set-theoretic section. 
For i = 1,2,3 let pi be the first cardinal that as a space is not (i)-realcompact. 
Clearly yl a cc2 a p3. It is known that ~1~ is the least measurable cardinal, so in 
particular 
p1 is uncountable and strongly inaccessible. 
We will see that 
p2 is uncountable and weakly inaccessible, 
and Theorem 1.7 tells us that 
So ,u3 < p2, hence (3)-realcompactness and (2)-realcompactness are different even 
within the class of metrizable = paces. On the other hand we will see that 
either p2 < c or JUT = (~1~) and both are possible, 
so within the class of paracompact spaces (or metrizable spaces) (I)-realcompactness 
can but does not have to differ from (2)-realcompactness. Outside the class of 
paracompact spaces there aiways is a difference, as follows from Proposition 1.5 
and our next 
le. There is a locally compact realcompact space X such that X* does 
not even satisfy (2d). 
(In fact there even is a collectionwise normal such X.) 
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We here prove Theorem 1.6. The case i = 3 follows from Proposition 1.5, hence 
we assume i = 1,2. Let X be paracompact. Let - be the closure operator in pX. 
(a)*(b): If DE X is closed, then D = PD since X is normal. 
(b)*(a): Let K be a compact subset of X* with a countable dense subset C, 
possibly with IKI = 1. We plan to find a countable family 9 of (closed) subsets of 
X such that 
X=US?, and hK=@ forF&E 
l-hen UFES F will be an &subset of /3X that includes X and misses K. The 
difficulty will be to prove that not only F n C = 0 but in fact F n K = 0 for FE % 
Since PX is regular and X is paracompact, here is a a-discrete open cover % 
of X (with 0 B Q for convenience) satisfying 
KnD=@ for LIE%. 
Write % as U, a,,, with each Q, discrete. For each p E C the collection 
is easily seen to be a maximal ideal on %, (possibly the improper ideal), since X 
is normal. For each n there is a closed discrete set in X of cardinality exactly I%,1 . 
Hence 1%” I is ( i)-realcompact, so we can use Theorem 1.7. Since we assume (b) 
with either i = 1 and IK I= 1 (hence K = C) or i = 2, there is for each n a countable 
collection Vn of subsets of a,, such that 
% =UK and “cry n Z”,p for CCPE Vn. 
PCC 
So if we would define ,” by 
then we have 
X=U9, and hC=O for FE 95 
This is all we need if IKI = 1, but it is not enough otherwise. We now patch this up. 
Since X is paracompact we may assume that % is not only a-discrete but also 
locally finite. Then for each U E % we can choose a closed c( U) E U such that 
[4, 1.5.18]. We now define 9 by 
9= 1 iJ c(V): 7rEU V” . VEV- n I 
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To see that this works consider ‘3f~ U, Vn. Let F = IJvc gr c( V). Then F is closed 
and FE U”r” since ‘V is discrete and c( V) c V for V E Q’. Since USr is open and 
X is normal it follows that F n X -Us/’ = 0. But we have seen above that C n U”cr = 
0, hence C s X -UK Since c = K we conclude that F n K = 0, as required. 
Clearly ‘m is clopen in /3( K x (YW), and is homeomorphic to PK in a natural 
way, for n E 0. ASO, ‘m n KX(n) = fd for distinct m, n E 0. Therefore we may 
assume that KX(lt) = /% X {n}, for n E w. 
cm? 1: K iS not (3)~rdcmnpact. 
Clearly 
H=K*x{2n: new} and K=K*X{2n+l: nE@} 
are disjoint (open) &-subsets in (K X MO)*, hence so is Y = W u K. Clearly Y 
(closure in (K x cuw )*) is compact. We prove that Y # /3 Y by showing that H n I? f 0. 
Suppose I? n x = 0. Then *here are open U, V in p( K X au) with 
HsU, and KsV, and hv=0. 
Since evidently 
(~~K:(~,2n)fXJ} and {&zK:(&2n+l)~V] 
are finite for each n, and K a wl, there is 6 E K with 
(&2n)E U, and (&2n+ 1)~ V, for all n E 0. 
But then (6, m) E u n E 
Case 2: K is not (2)~realcompact. 
Let F c K* be such that n F has the countable intersection property, and 1 FI = w 
or 1 Fl = 1; this is possible by Theorem 1.7. One can prove that (K x arm)* does not 
satisfy (2) by repeating the above argument with 
G=Fx(2n: nEw) and H=Fx(2n+l: nEwi. 
It is more interesting that (K x ao)* does not even satisfy (2d). Enumerate F as 
( p,),, in a one-to-one fashion if IFI = o, and define 
G = {(p,, 2n): n E o} and H = {(p,, 2n + 1): n E o}. 
Clearly G u H is relatively discrete.. and G n N : 0. The reader should have no 
difficulty in adapting the proof of Case 1 to show that G n Iii # 0. 
Case 3: K is not (1)~realcompact. 
Let p E K* have the countable intersection property. Then the terms of the sequence 
((p, n): n E 0) in (K x cm)* are pairwise distinct. We show that this sequence conver- 
ges by showing that it has only one limit point. Since (K x CUW)* is compact, it suffices 
to prove: 
-- 
If I, J E o are infinite and disjoint, then (p} x Z n {p) x J # 0. (*I 
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The proof is entirely analogous to the (omitted) proof of Case 2, hence we omit it, 
too. 
. co ction of e 1. 
Our example is a space constructed in Cl]. Let R be the reals, with the usual 
topology. Let 43 be the rationals. 
S will be a locally compact space with the reals as underlying set such that 
(1) the topology of S is finer than (= includes) the topology of 88, and 
(2) the points of Q! are isolated in S. 
We construct S later. Note that ( 1) makes S (hereditarily) realcompact [7,8.18]. 
For every q E Q choose a sequence kq : o + a9 that converges to q in (w in such a 
way that if K4 = {k,(n): n E co}, then KP n Kq = 8 for distinct q, p E 42. Then each Kp 
is a noncompact clopen subset of S, by (1) and (2). Pick v(q) E (ClssK,) - S for 
qdlk Then 
P={lr(q): qEa} 
is a (countable) relatively discrete subset of PS - S since each Cl,,K, is clopen in 
PS, and Cl,,K, n ClpsKp = 0 for distinct q, p E CP. 
We show that P is not C*-embedded in &?T- S by observing that P is C*- 
embedded in /3S - S (if and) only if disjoint subsets of P have neighborhoods with 
disjoint closures in /3S (for /3S- S is compact, hence is C*-embedded in PS). 
Let I&-, and D1 be disjoint subsets of Q which are dense in IR, and define 
Pi={7T(q): qE Di) (i=O, 1). 
Then PO and PI are disjoint subsets of I? Let U0 and UI be neighborhoods of PO 
and PI in PS. For every q E 43 every neighborhood of m(q) in /3S must contain 
infinitely many terms of kq. Since each kq converges to q in IR, we see that 
Di E Clu(Q n Ui), hence Clu(Q n Ui) = R (i=O, 1). 
So we can assert hat 
Cl&R n UO) c Cl&Q n Ul) # 0, hence Cl,&n Cl,& # 0 
provided we know that the topologies of II3 and S interact as follows: 
For all A, B c 42, if CluA = Cl&3 = R, then Cl,A n ClsB # 0. (*) 
The example A of [l] is such an S, which in addition is collectionwise normal. 
Since A is a fairly complicated example, we give for the convenience of the reader 
a simple example of a nonnormal S satisfying (*), also from [ 11. 
Construction of S: Since 191 = w and IL3 - Ql= 2”, we can enumerate 
W4 W: A, 9 Cl 
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as ((Ax, Bx): x E B8 4). For every x E R -Q choose a sequence s, in Q which 
converges to x in R and which has infinitely many terms in common with both A, 
and Bx. 
Define a space S with the reals as underlying set as follows: 
A basic neighborhood of x E S has the form 
{XL if xEQ; and 
{x}u{&z): &new} (kew), if xER-Q. 
Clearly S is a locally compact space such that (1) and (2) hold. Since x E Cl,A, n 
ClJ?, by construction, (*) holds too. 
5. 
Recall that pi is the least cardinal that is not (i)-realcompact, i = 1,2,3. 
A cardinal K is Ulam-measurable if K bears a free (i.e., nonprincipal) ultrafilter 
closed under countable intersections; K is measurable if K bears a free ultrafilter 
that is K-complete, i.e., is closed under intersections of cardinality CK. Pt is well 
known (see [8, p. 2971) that the least Ulam-measurable cardinal is measurable. Of 
course if K is Ulam-measurable and A 2 K, then A is Ulam-measurable; the same is 
not true for measurability. 
Recall that p1 is the first measurable cardinal. 
In this section we concentrate on investigating p2. 
efinition. Let K be a cardinal. A K-cluster on p is a countable set ( U,, : n E w} 
of free ultrafilters on ~1 such that n,,_ U,, has the K-intersection property, i.e., if 
Aa, U,, and IAl c K, then nA #0. We say K is weakly Ulam-measurable if 
there is an o,-cluster on K such that n,,, Un is closed under countable intersections; 
K is weakly measurable if K > o and there is a K-cluster such that n,,, Un is 
K -complete. 
By Theorem 1.7, we know that p2 is the least cardinal bearing an w,-cluster. 
5.2. If cf K > o and C is a K-cluster on p, then there is C’ E C so that nC’ 
is K -complete. 
f. Say C = { Un: n E o}. Call U,, bad if there is a set A,, E f-j,,,, U,,, such that 
lAnl c K and nA, e Un. Note that if A = i__ l(An : Un bad}, then nA E U, ifI Un is 
not bad. If all Un are bad, the,1 A’ = A ~1 t:& - ,/-)A} c n,,, CJn and r)A’ = 0, contra- 
diction since IA’1 < K. Thus scmc Un are not bad. Let C’ = { U,,: Un not bad}. We 
claim F=nct is K-complete. Let BGF, lBl<K. Let D=Av 
{(p. - f )A) u X: X E B}. Note that if Un is bad, then p - nA E Un, while if Un is 
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not bad, then X E U,, for all X E B. Hence D c n,,, U,, and no = nI3 nnA. 
Thus if U,, is not bad, we have n0 E Un, hence nI3 E Un, so nI3 E F, as desired. q 
lary. p2 is the least weakly Ulam-measurable cardinal. 
Suppose C is a K-cluster on p such that nC is K-complete. Suppose 
Xslu, cc-Xgr)C Then {UEC: XE U) is a K-cluster. 
roof. Let C’ = { U E C: X E U}. Obviously C’ Z 0. Suppose A c nC’, IAl < K. We 
claim nA # 0. Suppose r\A = 0. Then if A’ = {(p - X) u Y: YE A), we have A’ c 
nC (since if U E C and X E U, then Y E U for all YE A, while if X E U, then 
(p - X) E. U). Thus nA’ = (p - X) E nC by K-completeness, contrary to 
assumption. El 
eorem. fi2 is the least weakly measurable cardinal. 
roof. Let C be an w,-cluster on p2. By Corollary 5.3 we may assume nC is 
w,-complete. Let K be the least cardinal such that nC is not &complete. Then K 
is regular, K 2 ol, and K S p2. we claim K is weakly measurable. This will complete 
the proof since we know ti2 < first weakly measurable. 
Fix Ac nC, IAl = K, r)A fz nC. NOW nc is K-complete, SO C is a K-cluster. 
Hence by Theorem 5.4, C’={UE C: CC2-nAE *I is also a K-cluster. Since K is 
regular and K > o we have by Theorem 5.2 that for some C” c C’, nC” is K-complete. 
Now A u (~1~ -r)A} c f-)C” so nC’ does not have the K+-intersection property. 
Let (Xa: a! < K) enumerate Au {JUT -nA). Let Ya = p2-Xa and let Z4 = 
Y, - U( Ys : /3 < a}. Then the 2.. are disjoint, p2 - Za E nC’, and U{&: cy < K} = 
P2* 
Let C”= { Un. l n E w). Define ultrafilters & on K by setting X E 0” iff IJ(Z,: Q! E 
X}E Un. Since n,,, Un is K-complete, so is n,,, &. But clearly each o,, is free, 
so K is weakly measurable, as desired. 0 
Thus we are really investigating weakly measurable cardinals. 
5.6. ition. A partial ordering P is a-centered if P = U,,, P, where each P, is 
centered, i.e., for any finite x c P,, there is p E P so that (Wq E x)[ p s q]. A Boolean 
algebra B is a-centered iff B - (0) is a-centered. We say P is o-linked if P = U,,,, P, 
where each P, is linked, i.e., its elements are pairwise compatible; aBoolean algebra 
is o-linked iff B -{O) is a-linked. 
Recall that an ideal I on a cardinal K is K-complete if the dual filter {K - X: X E 1) 
is K-complete. 
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5.7. K is weakly measurable ifl for some tMtM?Ipktt? ideal I on K, g( K )/ I is 
u-centered. 
Suppose C is a K-cluster on K with nC K-complete. Let I = 
{X: K -X cnC,. Then I is a K-complete ideal. If XC K and X ti I, then 
(3 U E C)[X E U]. If X1, X2 E U, then X, n X,e I. Hence P( K)/I is a-centered. 
Conversely, if P(K)/ I is a-centered, then we may let g(~) - I = U,,, Pn, where 
for any finite F c P,, nF 6!! I. Let U,, be an ultrafilter extending P, u {X: K - X E I). 
Then n,,, Un =(X: K -X E I), so K is weakly measurable. 0 
The following result is part of the set-theoretic folklore. 
If B is a a-linked Boolean algebra, then 1 Bl s c. 
roof. Supposenot.Let B-{O}=U,,, P,, B-{O}=(b,: a<A},h>c.Ifa!<p<h, 
put f(a,@)=(O, n) if b, -bt+P,,,f{o,~)=(I,n)ifb~-6,=O,b,-b,EP,.Bythe 
ErdGs-Rado theorem c+ + (3)2,, there are (a, p, y) such that f{a, p} = f(cu, y} = 
f{BtY}=(in),say.Ifi=O,thenb,-b,EP,,bS-b,EP,,but(b,-bs)h(bs-by)= 
0, contradiction. A similar contradiction is reached if i = 1. Cl 
Theorem 5.8 also holds for separative partial orderings, since these may be one-one 
embedded into Boolean algebras. 
. Corollary. If K is weakly measurable, then there is a nonprincipal K-complete 
o1 -saturated ideal on K. 
f. If P( K)/I is u-centered, then it has the countable chain condition. Hence 
I is o,-saturated. 0 
. laty. If K is weakly measurable, then either K is measurable or K S c. 
This follows from Corollary 5.9 by old results of Solovay. See [9, p. 1581. We will 
shortly do better. Standard results may also be applied to Corollary 5.9 to see that 
if K is weakly measurable, then K is weakly inaccessible and highly ahlo, and 
that the consistency of the existence of a weakly measurable cardinal implies the 
consistency of the existence of a measurable cardinal. 
Theorem 5.7 might also be contrasted with the fact that K is real-valued measurable 
iff for some K-complete ideal I on K, g( K)/I is a measure algebra. The next result 
yields one important difference. 
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If K is weakly measurable, then K Z cf c, so in particular either K is 
measurable or K Cc. 
f. Suppose on the contrary that K = cf A, where A = c. Let U be an ultrafilter 
B(K)/I-generic over V, where I is as in Theorem 5.7. Since g(K)/1 has the ccc, 
V[ U] has the same cardinals as K Working in V[ U], we may form the generic 
uitrapower VK/ U consisting of equivalence classes of functions f: K + V where 
f~ K We identify VW/ U with its transitive collapse. We get an elementary embedding 
j: V+ Vu/U. 
Let j(A) = p. Then IpI> A since it is easy to construct by induction a sequence 
(fa : cy < A+) of functions fa : K + A such that for Q! f /3, f_ and fp agree on a set of 
cardinality <K. To find fa, let {fs : /3 < a} be enumerated as (85: 5 c A} and let 
(A,,: 7 c K) be cardinals cofinal in A. For each r), choose fa( 7) to be distinct from 
all g*(q), where E< A,,. The equivalence classes of the fa thus determine distinct 
elements of j( A). Since A = c, there are at least j(A) 5 A+ reals in VK/ U, hence in 
V[ U]. But since P(K)/Z has the ccc and I~(K)/II=A, forcing with ~(K)/I can 
add at most A” = A new reals, a contradiction. 0 
Finally we verify the consistency of the existence of a weakly measurable cardinal 
Cc. The proof we give is fairly general, and can be used in other contexts. It is 
based in part on an old unpublished argument of Levinski. 
Let U be a normal ultrafilter on a measurable cardinal K, with j : V+ M = VK/ U 
the associated elementary embedding. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra with 
the K-chain condition. Let G be B-generic over V. In V[G], I = 
{X c K : (3 YE U)[X n Y = (b]} is a K-complete ideal since B has the K-CC. Let 
J={qcj(B): @p~G)[q~j(p)=O]). Then J is an ideal in j(B). 
In V[G], ~(K)/I and j(B)/J are isomorphic. 
roof. First we define fp : j( B) + P( K)/Z. Let q E j( B). Then q = [f 1, the equivalence 
Class of some f: K + B, since q lies in the ultrapower M. Define X, E K by a! E X, 
iff f (ar )E G. Let p(q) = [XJ, the equivalence class of X,. 
Let us check that 9 is well defined. If q = [g] also, then A = {CU: g(cu) = f(a)) E U. 
But now clearly (X, - X,) u (X, - X,) c K - A E I, so [X,] = [X,]. 
Let us verify that (9 is a Boolean homomorphism. If q1 = [A], i = 1, 2, then 
41 A 92= [g], where g(cu) =fi(a) Af2(a) for all (Y. Hence g(cz)E G iff fi(a),fi(a)E G, 
so X, = X, n X,, . Similarly, if r = i& q = [f 1, then r = [g] where g( cu) = f(a) for all 
(Y. Hence X, = K -X,. 
Next we check that 4p is onto. If Xc K, say X = &, let f(a) = [a E J& the 
Boolean value of the statement “LY E X”, so that X = X,. But now if q = [f 1, we 
have fp(q) = [Xl. 
Finally we check that the kernel of p is J. First suppose 4 E.!. en (3p E 6) 
[q A j( p) = 01. Since j(p) is represented by the constant function with value p, if 
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q=[fl,thenA={LY:f(LY)hP=O}EU.HenceXfEK-AEIso~(q)=I.Nowsup- 
pose p(q) = I, i.e., if q = [f], then (RAE U)[X,C K -A]. Thus (Va E A)[f(a)E G], 
so V{f (a): a E A) Is G (we use here that J A E V). Hence if p = $‘{f(a): a E A), we 
havePEG.NowAc((Y:f(CY)I\~=O}soqhj(P)=OanditfollowsthatqEJ.This 
completes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 5.12 gives a structural characterization for P( K)/I of wide applicability. 
To see that K is weakly measurable and K <c in V[ G], for example, by Theorem 
5.7 we need only find B so that j(B)/J is a-centered, and so that B adds at least 
K reals. 
Suppose B is the regular open algebra ssociated with P = Fn(A, 2), the ordering 
for adjoining A Cohen reals. Then j(P) = Fn( j(A), 2) and j“P = Fn( j“h, 2). It is 
now easy to see that j( B)/J is forcing-equivalent to Fn(X, 2), where X = j(A) - j”A. 
Thus we need only check when Fn(X, 2) is a-centered. 
The following well-known lemma will do the trick. 
5.13. mma. If 1x1 s c, then Fn(X, 2) is a-centered. 
f. Let q : X + “2 be an injection. For p E Fn(X, 2) with domain(p) = 
{a lY”‘¶ a,} choose k so large that the q( ai) 1 k are all distinct and let 
f(P) = ((s,, l * * , G), (4, l l l 9 &IN, 
where sj = p( aj) 1 k and 4 = p( aj). Then the image off is countable, and we claim 
the preimage of each point is centered. It will suffice to show that if 
f(P) =f(q) = ((s1, l l l 9 S”), (4 9 l l l 3 4)L 
then p and q are compatible. Suppose a E domain(p) A domain(q). Then there is 
only one j so that Sj is an initial segment of q(a), and clearly p(a) = 4 = q(a). 
This argument is well known to topologists as the proof that the product of SC 
separable spaces is separable (and more generally to set theorists as the proof that 
the finite-support product of dc o-centered (a-linked) partial orderings is a-centered 
(o-linked)). 
Thus we need only find A 2 K so that 1 j(A)1 = A, since then Fn(A, 2) adds at least 
A Cohen reals, and Lemma 5.13 applies. Without loss of generality assume GCH 
and choose A > K with cf A f K, o. Then forcing with Fn(A, 2) makes A = c. But in 
this case Ij(A)l= c in V[G], since if cfA>K, then lj(A)ls(AK)V=A=c, and if 
cf A < K, then any f: K + A must be bounded on a set in U and an obvious induction 
can be applied. 
Putting all this together, we get 
Assume GCH and K is a measurable cardinal. If A > K, cf A # K, at, 
then forcing with Fn(A, 2) makes A = c and K a weakly measurable cardinal. 
Note that Theorem 5.14 shows that Theorem 5.11 cannot be improved, since c 
can have any cofinality exce 
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5. Cor ry. If it is consistent that there is a measurable cardinal, then it is 
consistent that p2 c c. 
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